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There are, however, inherent limitations on the extent to which this approach to beam "homogenization" can be utilized, and even for a perfectly flat profile in the immediate postextraction region, the beam will evolve toward gaussian as it propagates downstream. Here we describe the rare-earth permanent magnet bucket that we' ve incorporated into our broad-beam vacuum m-cion source, and its effect on the beam profile at the extractor and downstream. The experimental results are compared with a simple model for the beam profile evolution with axial distance.
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INTRODUCTION
The formation of high quality ion beams requires that the plasma density profile presented to the extractor (beam formation electrodes) be flat across the extractor dimension, because the ion optics of the extractor is density dependent. One important consequence of a uniform plasma density at the extractor is that the perveance match condition can then be met everywhere (in the extractor plane), and the beam emittance and divergence can be minimized.
Another importzmt consequence is that the extracted ion beam current density will also be uniform across the extractor plane. For ion beams of large cross-sectional area formed from broad-beam ion sources using multi-aperture extractors, the importance of these concerns is yet more apparent.
The confinement of plasma by magnetic walls formed from a large number of magnetic cusp-like field regions is a technique that originated in the controlled fusion program. Tuck proposed the use of a "picket fence" plasma boundary formed by an array of parallel conductors in which the current alternates in direction so as to produce a linear cusped field configuration -facing the plasma [1] . The addition to a simple mirror magnetic geometry of a quadruple cusp geometry formed by four rods carrying opposite currents in adjacent conductors ("loffe bars") was one of the first applications of this approach [2] . The concept was subsequently expanded to hexapole and octopole fields [3] . Stabilization of the mirror-confined hot-electron plasma in ECR ion sources by hexapole (or higher order multipole) fields is an essential ingredient to the production of high charge state ions in ECR sources, in order to increase the plasma confinement time to allow stripping to successively higher charge suites to occur [4] . The important feature of these kinds of confinement schemes is that they have "minimum-B''-like magnetic structure (d I B I/dr < (), or convex field curvature toward the plasma) and so are magnctohydrodynamically stable to many macroscopic plasma instabilities [5] .
For typical ion source plasmas, the pressure Bz/2j.t for even quite modest plasma pressure nkT is small compared to the magnetic magnetic field strengths. Then' it becomes feasible to establish the multi-cusp magnetic wall using permanent magnets rather than current-carrying conductors, particularly, for example, by using rare-earth magnets (samarium-cobalt or neodymium-iron). This approach was first demons triited by McKenzie and coworkers [6, 7] , and has since been developed and used extensively for basic plasma physics experiments and in ion source design. Typically a large number of magnets is used, effectively establishing a very high order multipole field.
High order magnetic multipole confinement systems using permanent magnets have the additional characteristic that the magnetic field in the plasma region distant from the magnetic walls is very low. One can think of the plasma particles as being confined in a homogeneous, isotropic space with low-loss magnetic walls -a "magnetic bucket". Then, not only is the plasma microscopically stable, and so of low fluctuation level ("low noise"), but also it assumes a more-or-less flat density profile. Thus the use of a permanent magnet magnetic bucket can provide a low-noise, uniform plasma for ion source application, and a large area ion beam extracted from such a bucket-confined plasma can be quiescent, with a uniform current density profile, and of low divergence. This approach has been exploited well, for example, for the large ion sources developed for neutral beam injectors for fusion [8] .
Here we address the question: how far downstream does the beam propagate before it loses memory of its initially-flat current profile and develops a gaussian shape? We describe a vacuum arc ion source incorporating a magnetic bucket, and summarize the measurements Evolution of beam radial current density profile as predicted by the model. '
Top-to-bottom for the cases of beam divergence half-angles of 2°, 3", 4°and 5°.
Initial (z= 0) beam diameter is 10 cm. K-/ /
